
Software Developer

Talent Spot

We´re hiring!

Do you have experience in Swift, Vuejs, Django, Docker or Ansible? 

Are you interested in working in a startup in Valladolid, with a permanent 
contract and a salary between 27.000 and 33.000€?

Then, keep reading!



Who we are? 
mlean is a startup from Valladolid that accompanies automotive and food manufacturers 
and suppliers on their way to Industry 4.0.

No buzzwords: we make the most of smartphones and tablets to facilitate the daily lives of 
people working on the production line. Once this data is stored in digital form, we convert it 
into relevant information for continuous improvement in the factory.

Our mPS (mlean® Production System)  is used in more than 200 plants in different countries 
in Europe, America, Africa and Asia, being recognised in 2016 by the Emprendedor XXI Awards 
as the company with the greatest potential in Castilla y León, and coming second in the 
national phase in the Industrial Technologies Sector. In 2017, we were named Best Young 
Company by Castilla y León Económica. In 2018, we were finalists as Best Innovative 
Initiative in the Advanced Factories forum, as well as Most Outstanding Industrial Startup 
according to Ingenieros VA. And in 2019, our CTO was recognised by Castilla y León 
Económica as the Best R & D Manager in Castilla y León.

Software Developer

Our vision is to transform the factories into a safe working environment where digital 
technology enables each person to develop innate abilities to become a factory with a 
future, within a sustainable world.

We strive for every interaction to be driven by our CORE values: flexibility, transparency, 
teamwork and determination!

20+ developers

3 QA engineers 

Swift Vue.js python (Django)

Docker Ansible TestCafé Jenkins

httm / css

The team Technologies we use



What are we looking for?

What will your job be like at mlean?

The current engineering team is composed of 21 people. 

Our team follows an unwritten rule: "2x2" (each relevant process must be mastered by at 
least two people, and each person must master at least two relevant processes). The reason 
is simple: to be able to go on holiday whenever we want, without endangering the mental 
health of our colleagues :) That's why we're looking for you to have experience in at least one 
of the technologies we handle, and we need you to be willing to immerse yourself in at least 
one of the other technologies mentioned above.

As you may have noticed, we are an international company. We expect you to have no 
limitations in working in English with IT professionals from other countries.

The engineering team is multidisciplinary and autonomous, which means that it designs, 
develops, validates and deploys solutions for the problems included in our roadmap or 
described by the Customer Success team. As part of this team, you will be involved in 
decision making in any of these phases.

We run two-week iterations, at the end of which we deploy the new features to some of our 
pilot customers. For the rest, we conduct formal releases every four sprints (every two 
months). Our CTO shared this releasing process at Pamplona Craftsmanship. Take a look!

To be able to do your work, you will have a 15" MacBook Pro with a 23" external display.

We respect your 40 hours per week and you will be free to adapt your working hours to your 
personal or family situation, coinciding daily for 6 hours with the rest of the team (between 
9am and 3pm).  We are currently full time remote working, although our offices are in Duque 
de la Victoria.

Software Developer



What We Offer

What will the selection process be like?

Join Us !

To start, send us your CV 
and the information you 
consider relevant to
careers@m-lean.com

If possible, include your github, 
bitbucket or similar profile, or 
links to projects in which you 
have participated.

Our HR person will 
contact you for a first 
interview. The aim of this 
first contact will be to 
explain you mlean's 
vision and to get to know 
you. 

Afterwards, we will have 
a conversation with the 

Sales Manager and, if 
there is interest on both 
sides, we will invite you 
for a virtual coffee so 

that you can get to know 
the whole team. 

Software Developer

Permanent
contract

Training grant 
of up to

600€ / year

Young and 
dynamic team

Start-up
mode

Annual salary
+ variable

Remote
work

23 working days of 
holiday  a year

+ your birthday!

🥳

Excellent work 
environment

Flexibility,
work-life balance 
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